Abstract. This paper proposes an equilibrium model of urban taxi services on network to present the impact of the integrated service modes and the influence of the elastic customer demand distribution on taxi network equilibrium. Based on the cruising service mode, the model can describe how occupied taxis and vacant taxis cruise on network to provide services and search for customers by considering both the expected time cost and ride revenue and the elastic distribution characteristic of customer demand. At the same time, the dispatch service equilibrium problem by researching trip mode choice behavior is also considered. The model can then establish the relationship between customer waiting time and taxi search/waiting time by introducing a taxi-customer meeting function. And moreover, in supply-demand equilibrium, a number of performance measures of the taxis market can be obtained, such as the number of cruising taxis, the number of dispatch taxis and the average customer waiting time.
Introduction
As the urbanization speeds up, people have increasingly paid attention to the trip mode of taxi which is regarded as the important supplementary mode of public transit due to a flexible and speedy service offered by taxi. Especially with the frequent fluctuation of gas price, the increasing attention to environmental protection and the constant occurrence of the supply-demand unbalance problem, it is very important to research the taxi traffic system and advance its operational level.
The research achievements could be divided into two types of model and they were aggregated models and equilibrium models. The relevant researches of aggregated models were that: Douglas (1972) was the precursor of the first studies. He considered a taxi market where taxi service was the cruising one and the fares were scheduled by management department and the entry is free [1] . The relevant researches of equilibrium models based on the network structure were that: Yang and Wong presented a series of models during the years 1997-2011 studying the taxi market in the network of Hong Kong [2] .
At present, the literatures published are almost based on a single taxi service mode, either cruising mode or dispatch mode. No models have integrated them at the same time. However, with the advancement of taxis installed GPS, the application of dispatch mode becomes more and more frequently so that the integrated service mode considering the existence of cruising and dispatch modes will be the future development trend.
Based on this, this paper is structured as the followed chapters: the second chapter analyzes the characteristic of the integrated taxi service mode and establishes the probability model of trip mode choice for traveler. The third chapter describes the supply-demand equilibrium state with the elastic customer demand in the taxi market and constructs a equilibrium model of taxi on network. The next chapter presents the relationship function between the passage waiting time and taxi search/waiting time. The fifth chapter gives the detailed steps of the algorithm to solve taxi model. Finally, the last chapter contains the conclusion and proposes the future extension in taxi field.
The trip mode choice model
Suppose that there are the cruising service mode and the dispatch one existing in the taxi market at the same time. If the total number of taxis on network is Num and the proposition of taxis installed GPS is α , the number of taxis for the cruising service is
and the number of taxis installed GPS is * Num α . The taxis installed GPS can provide not only the dispatch service but also the cruising service. Suppose that there are two taxi service modes and there is other public transit to be alternative mode chosen by customers on network at the same time.
According to the trip mode choice of travelers, the probability that reflects the split rate of cruising taxi service and dispatch taxi service and other transit modes is followed as:
Where r c i j P is the probability to choose a given taxi service mode from zone i to zone j ; , {1, 2} r R R ∈ = , 1 r = is the cruising taxi service chosen by customer, 2 r = is the dispatch taxi service chosen by customer; Here, the full travel cost function of customer who chooses the cruising taxi service is followed as:
Where 0
F is the taxi flag-drop charge and π is the variable charge per unit ride time; Here, the full travel cost function of customer who chooses the dispatch taxi service is followed as: w is the waiting time of customer who chooses the dispatch service; u is the communication cost which is used to dial to book the dispatch taxi service.
Therefore, the total customer demand choosing cruising service is given by
Where c ij Q is the total customer demand on network.
At the same time, the total customer demand choosing dispatch service is given by The equilibrium model of taxi on network
(1) Introduction of model variables Assume that there is a road network ( , ) G V A , where V is the set of nodes and A is the set of links on network. Suppose that the demand-supply equilibrium exists on network. In any given hour, the number of customers who choose the taxi travel from origin zone i to destination zone j is .The time fraction is an hour, and congestion on network isn't considered here, and a trip is that a taxi is only occupied by a customer.
(2) Taxi service time relationship Suppose that there are 1 N cruising taxis traveling on network and consider one unit period (1h). The customer demand is obtained by the above trip mode choice model. The total taxi service time include the occupied time and the unoccupied time. The total occupied time ot T （veh·h）is the taxi-hours required to complete all cruising trips for all taxis and is given by:
Where ot ij T is the occupied taxi movement (veh/h) from zone i I ∈ to zone j J ∈ along the shortest route; ij t is explained in Eq.2.
The total unoccupied time vt T （veh·h）consists of the search times of vacant taxis from zone to zone and waiting times within zones and is followed as:
Where vt ji T is the vacant taxi movement (veh/h) from zone j J ∈ to zone i I ∈ along the shortest route;
w is the taxi search/waiting time within zone i I ∈ ; ij t is explained in Eq.2.
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Therefore, the relationship between the total taxi service time and the total number of taxis in terms of the 1-h period is given by:
N is the total number of cruising taxi (veh). (3)Route choice behavior of taxi drivers Suppose that once a customer ride is completed at a destination zone j J ∈ , the taxi driver could either stay in the same zone or move to other zones to find a next customer. Based on this, each driver tries to minimize his expected search time to meet the next customer, and the expected search time is a random variable due to variations in perceptions and the random arrival of customers. This random variable is assumed to be identically distributed with a Gumbel density function [4, 5] . Thus the probability that a vacant taxis meeting a customer eventually in zone i I ∈ is given by
Where i j P is the probability of taxi that searches and meets the next customer in zone i I ∈ after taking a customer to zone j J ∈ ; '' θ is a nonnegative parameter and its value reflects the degree of uncertainty on customer demand and taxi services from the perspective of individual taxi drivers, which is explained in [6] . (4)The supply-demand equilibrium relationship In a stationary equilibrium state, in terms of cruising taxi service, the movements of vacant taxis on network should meet the customer demands at all origin zones, or every customer will eventually receive taxi service after waiting. In the equilibrium state, the supply-demand relationship of vacant taxi for cruising service is followed as:
(11) In the equilibrium state, the supply-demand relationship of occupied taxi for cruising service is followed as: 
T t Q t
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ = ∑∑ ∑∑ (12) In the equilibrium state, the supply-demand relationship for dispatch service is followed as: N is the number of taxis which provide dispatch service. Therefore, the total number of taxis which provides cruising service is given by: 1 2 N Num N = − (14) (5)A combined trip distribution and assignment UE model with elastic demand As far as the cruising taxi service is concerned, the taxi movement on network is described by using a combined trip distribution and assignment UE model with elastic demand Advanced Engineering Forum Vol. 5 85
